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1st Quarter 2019

 “VISTA L.A.” MAGAZINE SHOW

Show: VIS #0119 ABC7 “Vista L.A.” Magazine show 
Air Date: 1/12/19
Length: 30 minutes
Origin: Local 
Type: Public Affairs and Informational 

Vista L.A. Host: Anabel Muñoz 
The show’s theme: Special Gifts 

MANNY’S LOW RIDERS    
Manny Silva started fixing bikes as a 10-year-old in Chihuahua, Mexico, to help support his family. When 
he emigrated to the U.S. in 1973, Manny's Bike Shop in Compton was born. Now, more than 45 years 
later, his shop specializes in custom low-rider bicycles. His chromed-out creations have become a staple 
in the Compton community. On the outside, Manny's Bike Shop is dull and old, but what's on the inside 
is incredible. Epitomizing West Coast culture, these elaborate chrome-embellished two-wheelers are 
built behind closed doors by Manny, the "Godfather of Low-rider Bikes," with hydraulics and can cost up 
to $15,000. 

DANNY THE PINSTRIPER
The network of hot rod and low-rider car buffs throughout Southern California is like a brotherhood, and 
none of their passion-projects-on-wheels is complete without a touch of pinstriping. Danny Alvarado, 
known among car enthusiasts simply as "Danny A," started pinstriping at 16 years of age. He would 
approach customers at a local car wash and offer to pinstripe their low-riders in exchange for gas 
money. He went on to master the art and become one of the most sought-after pinstripers in the Los 
Angeles area. David Boggio, President of the American Legion Riders in Newhall, was very happy with 
Alvarado’s work. Inspired by his love of pinstriping, Alvarado began mentoring a young group of 
pinstripers to pass on his passion and help keep the art alive. 

BENJILOCK
Out of work, overweight and depressed: Robbie Cabral from Los Angeles says a big idea came to him 
when he was in a dark place. He came from the Dominican Republic in pursuit of the American Dream. 
He did everything from janitorial and housekeeping to catering and real estate marketing. Cabral 
became a stay-at-home dad and started getting back in shape by going to the gym. Cabral said he 
couldn't get the idea out of his head and continued working on it relentlessly for about three years. He 
pushed the idea and created the BenjiLock, the world's first padlock with fingerprint technology. Cabral 
had no technology or engineering background. Then in 2017, armed with a patent, Cabral went to the 
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) to introduce his prototype. Competing against multi-million dollar 
companies, the small-but-genius BenjiLock won the coveted innovation award. As fate would have it, 
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ABC's hit show "Shark Tank" was holding auditions in the same hotel as the electronics show. Selected 
amongst thousands, Cabral got an offer from all but one shark, and after an intense decision-making 
process, Cabral chose Kevin O'Leary, known to fans as "Mr. Wonderful." O'Leary expressed to Cabral 
that they needed to find a 100 percent American company so they could turn this story into his 
American dream. They teamed-up with Hampton Products, a leading innovator in security hardware, 
based in Orange County. Small steps have brought Cabral's innovative vision full circle. 

SPACE LANGUAGE-DIVERSITY  
We discovered SPACE in Brea, which stands for student programs for academics, Chinese, and 
extracurricular. This is an after school program for kids to learn Mandarin and Chinese traditions but the 
teaching include a blend of modern American influences. The center's logo is an astronaut in outer 
space alongside a panda, highlighting American and Chinese cultures.  The Co-Founder is Amy Liu.
Two young entrepreneurs came together to start this academic and cultural center in their community 
because they saw a need. They would chat during their children's soccer games about wanting their kids 
to know and love Chinese culture and its traditions, but equally embrace life as Americans. The idea 
behind SPACE was to create a fun, creative space where children could learn freely, strengthen family 
relationships, encourage bilingualism and multiculturalism, while growing academically and 
culturally. SPACE is a place of celebration and kids of all ethnicities are welcome. 

ALZHEIMER’S CARETAKERS  
As Alzheimer's awareness month comes to an end, Vista L.A. got to know the Espinoza family. Francisco 
Espinoza is one of millions of people living with Alzheimer's and other forms of dementia in the U.S. An 
immigrant from the Mexican state of Michoacan, Francisco raised three daughters-all college graduates 
with Masters' Degrees.  Jasmine Garcia, the eldest of Francisco's daughters, spoke with us. He was 
diagnosed with Alzheimer's at 61, a young age for those with the disease. Soon after, he was forced to 
retire from his night manager job at The Grill on the Alley, an iconic Beverly Hills restaurant. It was a job 
he'd earned after many years of service, and a job that filled him with pride. Enma, hi swife, first realized 
something was wrong after a barber called to her attention that her husband had paid her twice. 
Caring for someone with Alzheimer's not only takes an emotional toll, it can significantly impact a 
caregiver's financial, physical and mental well-being. Recognizing their need for assistance, Enma and 
the Espinoza’s reached out to Alzheimer's Los Angeles. The Espinoza family became a part of a 
community and support system that is now thriving thanks to Alzheimer's L.A. Francisco's 
granddaughter, Arriana, has also taken an active role in advocating for Alzheimer's awareness. 
Science's battle with the disease is far from over and the increase in Alzheimer's cases in California is 
truly staggering. But thanks to organizations like Alzheimer's Los Angeles, perhaps this difficult journey 
can be a bit less painful. 


